3.26.20- Transcripts by Sam Mast.
Thor Han Eredyon was transmitting from the Ashtar Jupiter station.
Thor Han: Hello Terrans, I will give you my name for one condition. I know you worship a lot of our kind, and this
is a mistake. I don't want my name to create admiration. I am just a pilot, part of the Federation. I will give you my
name, but you have to promise not to use it as a worship of any kind. I am not superior to you, I am different, but I
am not above you. You have to stop thinking that we are superior to you. We are not a new religion for you. So
use my name as a friend, as an equal, as a cousin from a distant world. My name is Thor Han Eredyon. You can
call me Thor Han. In my language, it is pronounced T’hor An. Thor Han will be easier. You can write it as well. If
at any moment my name is taken for admiration and worship, I stop everything. Is it understood?
You know, on Jupiter, we never see the sky. We never see the stars. It is quite a suffocating world. The
sky is always orange or brown, very dark. Under the surface it is a very gloomy atmosphere. The headquarters
are a city in suspension in the upper atmosphere. It is very wide, it has different modules and it can move. It is
articulated. It is a large construction, very fluid and adaptable to conditions. This is invisible from the surface of
the planet, which is absolutely very big. This is the center of the Ashtar of your system and Elena was asking me
if I had seen him, the Ashtar of your system, or this headquarter. I haven't these three days. He moves a lot. I
have dealt with his officers.
You can help your brothers, and you can get help as well with Terrans, by helping them to connect to who
they are. There are two different strands of human inhabiting Terra. You have the Envoys, who are from different
star systems, and you have the proper Terrans. The Envoys are here to help the Terrans to find who they really
are, and by elevating their frequency, you can help them by speaking to them. By trying to let them see that the
world they are connected to is part of them, and they are part of it. Connecting to this planet, Terra, helps them
understand how they are connected to everything else. You can also help them understand that fear doesn't help.
It pollutes their energy field. Yourself are ready, you just have to be aware and understand where your power is:
the power is in the core you're being. You just have to travel inside, and remember.
New help has come from a distant world member of the Federation. Worlds that are distant from here are
not much involved in the conflict in the Terran system, but our leaders invited this distant world to come and help,
because you know, the war is increasing, conflicts are increasing around Terra and on Terra. The Terran human
governments are at war. You don't hear about that, but they start to rebel against the Draconians. I will keep the
name that you know, then you can understand. The Draconians are losing power, and the Terran human leaders
start to try to gain their freedom again. They have been less terrified by them but not only these Draconians, other
races as well there are. Top of the power are the Reptilians from the Draconis world, Thuban, but if I use the real
name you will not understand. So we needed help to enforce our troops. This is why I went to this planet you call
Jupiter. Here is the siege of a military power allied with the Federation, in your solar system. It is also considered
as an outpost of The Galactic Federation of World. I went here with two other fleet commanders to be trained with
the new troop. I got 4 new ships to come back with me.
Q: And you already had 10 ships before, is that 4 more to the 10?
Thor Han: 11, one Ohorai. You remember the Ohorai, the Arcturian? They were visiting, and now I have one
Ohorai ship with me and now 2 other ones. It makes it to 15.
Q: So, who takes over the command when you are taking a day off or break?
Thor Han: There are replacement people. My colleague and co-pilot Ezdra is replacing me. She is very good.
Q: What are you going to be doing with these ships, are there going to be just more of them around the
orbit of the Earth?
Thor Han: Yes, we are patrolling more and ensuring that the reptilian races don't cause damage to your planet.
They are trying to leave. We don't know what they will do if they leave. We have to destroy them. This is not
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pleasant to hear, but this is more. We have surrounded your solar atmosphere with an energy barrier, protecting
it from the Ciakahrr Empire, to stop them coming and enforcing their troops on Terra. If the Ciakahrrs manage to
leave this system, they will connect with the other ones and create a channel. The other ones will be able to
come, and we will not be able to manage the situation properly.
Q: So you're saying that the different governments around Terra are fighting back against the
Draconians, now?
Thor Han: They started to awaken because the power of the Ciakahrr is weakening.
Q:Because of everything that's happening right now and everybody's in fear, there's a lot of negative
energy out there. Is that affecting the current energy of the planet?
Thor Han: It does. It slows down the problem, but I can tell a bit about what is happening. The v that is infecting
your species, increased the fear. The enemy blocks the evolution of Terrans with fear. Their problem has been
that the situation was reversed because your species has halted their activities. The energies of the planet are
healing. We were very surprised to see how obedient this species was, and we can see it from the station. The
colors are changing. In places, I was seeing gray and black clouds. Now I can see the ground. I can see green,
white, blue and yellow. This is heartwarming to see Terra healing. Now we know this is a temporary situation. It
must last long enough for your species to learn how to live differently. They must learn and go forward and use
the new solutions they have learned to live in better harmony with their world. We worked very well to help your
species find a cure very quickly. The cure has been very quickly found but some government and some industrial
companies and institutions working with the Reptilians have slowed down everything. I must warn you not to be
injected anything by force into the body, especially if these injections are produced in America because in this
country there is a program of micro implants. This program has been set up by the Nebu to implant the whole
species, to enslave the whole species. But it won't work. Do not let any needle inject you with anythin. I want to
tell you that I am not saying refuse any injection but be careful not those that are implemented by force. Your
medicine discovered a way of injecting good medicine into organisms. This is a good thing to get what you call
vaccines. It can save a lot of lives but be very careful, not the ones they will try to oblige you by force. These
contain implants. It is like dust. It is not one implant. It is a dust of implants, very small. Who will settle in your
nervous system and never leave. We are working very hard to support the cures we have helped to find. This is
not something sure that will happen. This is what I wanted to say.
Q: I had a question about the 5g towers.
Thor Han: You have the right to refuse and this 5g technology will be jammed. It won't work long. The system will
collapse on itself. 5g radiation is extremely harmful to any living organisms. We will not let this happen.
Q: We wanted to ask you about a melody that is a courage strengthener, that helps you?
Thor Han: I know many, many melodies that are not of your world. There is no way I can transmit them to you,
but if I can pick a Terran melody I need to think about it… I like your melodies, you know I used to listen to your
transmissions a lot. I love music. Music is my life. I listen to music on the ship. It annoys some of my crew
sometimes because they are not always in agreement with what I broadcast. The song that gives me courage,
you have a song called "Scorpions - Winds Of Change" this speaks about an old war that was going on Terra and
there was a separation between two parts of the planet, and the singer talks about the link between the two
different opponents, and the winds of change tell about everybody coming together to create a new world of
peace. I like this song, although it is not my favorite singer from your people. David Bowie, I listen to a lot. I know
his name, but I do not know the name of all the songs. This man was a hybrid. His real father was a renegade but
he was protected. They finally killed him. David Bowie had a song talking about a man in the stars watching over
him from his ship. “Starman”. This is why I love in your species. Why do I have hope? Because I was talking to
you about war, about terrible things, and you want to know what song I am listening to. You have this strength,
Terrans. This ability to see the beauty and to see the essential in the middle of the chaos. I was talking about war.
You wanted to know what song was giving me courage. This is why I love you. This is why we put hope in you,
because this is a strength that you have. This carries hope for your future, because you know how to see beauty
in the middle of the chaos. You know how to draw strength from art and inspiration. This is good.
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Q: How do you move meteorites and space rocks?
Thor Han: We move them with sound frequency directly from the station or the big mothership. We change
trajectories.
Q: I heard that we can use sound, a certain frequency to kill the v. Do you know the frequency?
Thor Han: Above 25 hertz. The molecule has difficulty to strive 25 hertz but any frequency above 25 can destroy
it. The higher it is, the more efficient it is. Don't go above 777 hertz than it is way out of the range.
Q: If you have an idea of when this v is going to end?
Thor Han: Your species will adapt but the next step, I am speaking slowly because I am monitored, I am
speaking to you from the headquarters of the Ashtar Command of your system. Here everybody is listened to. I
have clearance to speak to you from here. They are listening to me, to every each of my words. When I speak
about important things I have to speak slowly so that they get all the words. I cannot talk about it.
Q: About Civilian first contact.
Thor Han: All this depends on you, not on us. You need to be federated, you understand? You need to stop
arguing with each other. You need to federate, or this will be delayed. We are not performing this step if you are
in a state of chaos and a war. This is not possible. So it is the unknown, but it is in the plan.
Q: There's a place called Serpent Mound in Ohio and the guess was that this is a place where there was
like an intergalactic war above it or something.
Thor Han: The mount of the snake, yeah. There was an explosion there. A Ciakahrr sheep exploded, but it was a
very long time ago. I remember seing this story in the database. A very long time ago, in the story of this country
near America, there were indigenous tribes and this indigenous tribe witnessed a conflict between Ciakahrr and
colons from Man, and the Ciakahrr ship was destroyed. The explosion created a big crater. This Ciakahrr, from
the ship that exploded, was in contact with the indigenous tribe in this mountain there. This indigenous tribe
started worshipping him. They were connected to them, they were taking them for their gods and when the ship
exploded they paid tribute to it, and they sculpted the landscape rounded to honor their memory. It may seem to
you very bizarre that indigenous, Terran tribes worship a Ciakahrr, but Reptilians can be very deceptive and
manipulative. They are masters in illusion. They are very cunning. They knew how to take what they wanted.
They do this a lot.
Q: Are the Lyrans working together with you or with the GFW to help the planet right now?
Thor Han: Well, different Lyrans races. I know you are aware that we are Lyrans too, as originating from the
Pleiades. There are humans on Terra that are also descendant of the ancient colonies who came and settle on
Terra. When the Lyran worlds were attacked by the Ciakahrr Empire, the survivors fled and established colonies
all over the galaxy. Pleiades were one of the many chosen places. It was a very young cloud at the time. There
were no planets, a few little rocks. We terraformed all the planets in the Taygeta system and brought life to it.
When you look at the Pleiades in your instruments of vision, telescopes, you see blue clouds around the stars of
the cluster. These are gas clouds from which are created many stars. We made some of these stars fit to receive
colonies, because the stars of this cluster were too young to have had time to develop planets, and life. All life
that is in the Pleiades was brought there. You have to be careful: everything that comes from the Pleiades is not
always good. We have our own Reptilians there, and a reptiloid race that looks like Grays. Gray races are mostly
of reptilian nature, cold blood. There is an alliance which is part of The Reptilian Orion Alliance. There is no totally
good, there is no totally bad, everything is agreement, contract, diplomacy. You find in the Taygeta system, and
as well in the nearby constellation Hyades, the Humanoid Lyran, the Ahel and the Taal. We populated all of these
star systems, escaping our homeworld in Man, in the constellation you call Lyra.
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